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Abstract.
A triggering matrix is an array of numbers in which each row represents an actuating input of a data-processing system. In this note, upper and lower bounds are given to the minimal form of such a matrix.
In this note the term "triggering set" will refer to any group of differing numbers, each of which serves as an input to a computing or control system. The members of the set, called "trigger-words", have no numerical significance-their only function being the initiation of various processes in the system. It will be assumed that each triggerword initiates a different process, and hence that the only requirement for satisfactory system operation is the ability to differentiate among the words of the set. Typically, a triggering set may be the digital representation of analog quantities to be fed into a recognition system.
In the following discussion, m will denote the number of trigger-words in the set, n' the number of digits in each word, and r the "set radix"-the number of values that each digit can assume, m, n' and r will be taken as finite. For convenience, a triggering set will be written as a matrix, called the "triggering matrix", in which the element common to the ith row and jth column will represent the jth digit in the «'th word. Matrix (1) shown below is an example of a triggering matrix with m = 6, »' = 9 and r = 3. A problem which often arises in data-processing systems with inputs characterizable by triggering matrices, is that of determining the smallest number of digits necessary for satisfactory system operation. In terms of the triggering matrix, it is desired to find the smallest number of columns such that the rows are still distinct. Under noisy conditions it is further desired to maintain a specified minimal distance between the rows in order to increase reliability ("distance" having the usual Hamming connotation, extended to codes of radix r). Deleting the largest number of columns from a triggering matrix such that the distance between any two rows is not less than d, results in a matrix which will be called the "minimal triggering matrix consistent with d". In a previous paper [1] the bounds on this deletion were produced for the special case r -2 (i.e., for binary triggering matrices). The following is the extension of the previous results to the general case.
Theorem. Let the dimension of a triggering matrix of radix r and minimal distance d0 be m X n'. Let the dimension of the corresponding minimal triggering matrix consistent with the minimal distance d < d0 be m X n. Then
+ {logr m) < n < d{m -1),
where [.r] denotes the largest integer which is not larger than x, and {xj the smallest integer which is not smaller than x. The lower bound equals the minimum number of columns which can accommodate radix-r rows with minimal distance d. This number can be found by generalizing relationships previously derived in [2] and [3] for the binary minimal distance codes. n > jjf _ | J + log, m.
Since n must be an integer, the lower bound of the theorem follows.
To verify the upper bound, consider an m X n' jlog2rj binary matrix produced by replacing each element in the original triggering matrix with its binary equivalent. This is done in matrix (2) for the ternary triggering matrix (1). In the new matrix there are n' groups of {log2r} columns, each column group representing a single column in the original matrix. Now, from previous results (see [1] ), it is known that the minimal binary matrix consistent with d contains at most dim -1) columns, and hence at most d(m -1) column groups. Converting these selected column groups back to their original radix-?-representation results, then, in a matrix of radix r which contains not more than d(m -1) columns and whose minimal distance is at least d. The upper bound is thus verified.
Both the lower and upper bounds in the theorem are achievable with equality. The lower bound is attained, for instance, when m is a power of r, d = 1, and the triggering set contains all possible radix-r words of length logrm. A triggering matrix in which the upper bound is attained is shown in (3). • 00 • •00«
•00-
It can be concluded that both bounds on the minimized number of digits are independent of the original number of digits, and that the upper bound is also independent of the number of values which each digit can assume.
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